[edo consulting] is a professional Business and Technology Management Consulting Company that focuses on delivering holistic business solutions by aligning People, Process, Technology and Metrics. Since 2001, we have been providing seasoned consulting resources to the Federal Government and Fortune 500 Companies across all industry verticals. Our resources have extensive business process expertise and decades of multi-disciplinary application experience. We strive on the challenge to ensure our clients’ success in fulfilling mission objectives.

Providing Exceptional Resources to World Class Companies, Delivering Extraordinary Results.

What Makes Us Unique

OUR TEAM

- Dedication to client success and a long track record of meeting and exceeding project objectives.
- Extremely seasoned consulting professionals with strong functional skills, application solution expertise, best practices and past client experiences to provide robust, custom client solutions.
- Over a century of combined Software and Global Project experience with the Federal Government and Fortune 100 Companies.

- Over 100 successful projects delivered
- Premier Customer Service
- Small business agility and flexibility
- Client focused, success oriented
- Passionate and Determined
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Capabilities

- Supply Chain Management Implementation, Upgrade and Optimization Services
- Business Process and Workflow Optimization
- Business Strategy Consulting
- Analytics and Reporting
- Program and Project Management
- Application Management and Post Implementation Support
- Organizational Change and Workforce Management
- Education in Functional Processes and Technology

Past Performance Examples

Since 2001, edo consulting’s seasoned resources have held a large number of project roles for Fortune 500 and Federal Customers.

The following are just a few Past Performance Role Examples:

**Enterprise Solution Architect** for Demand & Supply Planning at a Fortune 100 international manufacturer: defined AS-IS and To-Be Business Requirements; configured and aligned software applications to business requirements; trained resources; optimized processes; created actionable metrics and reports.

**SAS Certified Technical Analysts** provided metrics and reporting expertise at a large Government Agency. Responsible for forward thinking strategies and initiatives. Developed a comprehensive and flexible analytics platform to meet business requirements.

**Solution Architect** for JDA Fulfillment at a large national retailer providing leadership, direction and support to on-site resources; determined requirements and gap analysis; created Fulfillment solution design to support business objectives; executed testing, delivery and implementation support; provided post-implementation support to planners, managers and executives.

**Project Manager** for a complex supply chain technology implementation at a Fortune 500 apparel retailer. Developed and managed the overall project plan, budget, scope, issues and risk mitigation, milestones, deliverables, communications and the day-to-day activities of project team.

**Subject Matter Expert** in Supply Chain Management providing Post-Implementation support for an international manufacturer and distributor. Optimized and fine-tuned their system and processes; educated their team; re-aligned their metrics and reporting; provided comprehensive end user support.